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Abrasive Disc Fibre

Vulcanized fiber is a kind of paper that we are not very

familiar with. It was introduced from abroad in the

1960s.Because of its very high strength, so it is named

Vulcanized fiber. Vulcanized fiber is made of pure cotton as

raw material, copied by paper machine, then processed by sulfur, high pressure shaping and

drying.Product shape for the plate, according to different uses made of different thickness.It

is light weight, is half of the aluminum alloy, and the strength is very high.

Advantages: Vulcanized fiber is a kind of non-metallic material, with strong quality, wear

resistance, oil resistance, voltage resistance, light weight and other special properties, it has

been widely used to replace copper and steel manufacturing worm gear and gear in foreign

countries.

Application：

Abrasive Fibre can be made into steel paper mill, mill it also has a lot of classification, (1) the

inner hole cross flower steel paper mill, its characteristics: the inner hole cross flower steel

paper mill with Abrasive Fibre as the matrix, with synthetic resin abrasive consolidation on

the matrix and made of sheet grinding tools.It is widely used in shipmaking, aviation,

locomotive, bridge and other industries for rough processing of various complex surfaces

made of metal materials, such as paint removal, rust removal, burr removal and weld

grinding.(2) with grooved steel paper grinding plate, its characteristics: with grooved steel

paper grinding plate with Abrasive Fibrer as the matrix, with synthetic resin abrasive

consolidation on the matrix and made of sheet grinding tool.Grooved steel paper grinding
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plate can be used for rough processing of various complex surfaces made of metal materials,

such as paint removal, rust removal, burr removal and weld grinding, etc. It is widely used in

shipmaking, aviation, locomotive, bridge and other industries.

Color:dark green,red

thinkness:0.5mm-2.0 mm

size:sheet size：1000mm*1200mm

roll size ： It can be

produced according to

the width required by

customers, with the

widest being 1600mm

Supply Ability:100000

meter/meters per

Month

Package Type: suitable

packing for export.

1.Inside packing: a plastic bag or woven belt

2.Outside packing: carton box and pallet.

3.According customer requirement.

Lead Time :

Quantity(Kilograms) 1 - 100 >100

Est. Time(days) 5 To be negotiated
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